
Perivolas Island Tours

For the discerning traveler keen to engage with the local community, their culture and way 
of life, Experiencing Santorini is about following your heart and mind, while visiting this 
impressive landscape. With the reassuring knowledge, confidence and essential insight of 
a local host to guide you on this exploratory journey, just like a friend would, you ensure 
yours is a memorable and unique experience.

Take a peak into the history and stories of the local people, the island life and its particular 
architecture and culture. Private, tailor-made tours of the island can be arranged by our 
trusted partner to focus not only on the essence of the island, but on your personal inter-
ests.



Sa ntori n i History a nd Wine
Explore the island, its history and culture. Visit the 
historical site of Akrotiri with a private guide. 
Learn the history of the amazing civilization, their 
culture and advanced engineering preserved by 
the ashes of the eruption, that gave the island its 
current landscape.

Visit the museum to see artifacts discovered 
during the excavation and admire the life size 
replicas of the real frescoes at the Santozeum. 
Sample the local wines and learn how the Wine 
Trade has played an important role on the 
islands story and culture for thousands of years.

Duration: approx. 6 hours



Discover Sa ntori n i
Enjoy the highlights of the island and its postcard 
views of blue domed churches and white washed 
villages perched on the cliff tops.

Taste the unique local wine, produced from 
some of the oldest vines in Europe. Stroll through 
the maze like cobble stone alleys of a pictur-
esque village, where the culture and history of the 
locals is found in its architectural blend. 

Enjoy the intense blue of the Aegean waters or 
just sample the local gastronomy by the sea-
shore at one of the local beaches or in a quaint 
square covered with flowered canopies scenting 
the air.

Duration: approx. 6 hours.



Santorini History & Archeologica l Site
Discover the human history of the island, with a 
stroll through the past on a tour of the archeologi-
cal site of Akrotiri with a private guide.

Learn the story of the islanders and the cultural 
and engineering greatness of a civilization pre-
served by the ashes of the last big eruption.

Visit the museum to see a part of the artifacts 
discovered during the excavation, that remain 
today a testament of time, travel and the every-
day life journey of the people who inhabited the 
island.

Duration: approx. 4 hours



Sa ntori n i Cu ltu re
Visit a local winery to taste the local wines and 
appreciate some of the oldest vines in Europe 
and the peculiar way vines here are weaved 
close to the ground, to protect them from the 
winds.

Hear the amazing history of the island and its 
people from your knowledgeable private guide 
as you walk through the excavated city of Akrotiri.

Attend a musical performance where the sounds 
of ancient musical instruments weaves the pre-
sent and the past in a melody of time.

Duration: approx. 5 hours



Wine Tou r
One of the treasures of Santorini is its wine indus-
try. It started in antiquity and still maintains a 
strong presence today, with many local wines 
being awarded international distinction.

Visit 2 of the islands family owned wineries, home 
to some of the oldest vines in Europe, for an 
odyssey in taste and rich history of the local wine 
making trade. Explore the unique vine fields and 
follow with a visit to a local distillery where you 
can taste “raki” a traditional drink produced from 
twice distilling grape pomace in copper alem-
bics.

Duration: approx. 5 hours



Cliffside Walk
Embark on a journey across the most photo-
genic landscape on the island. Walk the cliff side 
path from Fira to Oia, offering mesmerizing views 
of the scenic crater lake.

Combine an invigorating walk with some of the 
islands highlights and picture perfect spots. This 
trail, takes you across the white washed villages 
perched on the clifftop and through isolated blue 
domed churches. On this old path linking Oia to 
the rest of the island, all your senses will be 
awakened by the magnitude of nature.

Duration: approx. 3 hours.



The Perivola s Isla nd Tou rs have been 

tailor-made for our guests and include luxury car 

transportation, driver and host. Water is also pro-

vided free of charge. Wine tasting, walking sticks 

as well as entry tickets are also included where 

applicable. Our host speaks English, French, 

Portuguese and Spanish.
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